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HAVIT H2039d Gaming Headset (Red-Black)
The  HAVIT  H2039d  gaming  headset  is  the  perfect  choice  for  gamers  looking  for  reliable  equipment  with  high-quality  sound  and
comfortable usage. They feature an ergonomic design, powerful bass, custom 50mm drivers, and high compatibility with various devices.
Additionally, they come with a practical volume and microphone sound adjustment knob, making them even more functional. They are
also distinguished by an adjustable headband and soft ear cushions, ensuring comfort even during extended use.
 
Ergonomic Design
The HAVIT H2039d headphones are designed with user comfort in mind. Their headband perfectly conforms to the shape of the head,
preventing pressure and discomfort even during long gaming sessions. The soft ear cushions not only isolate from external sounds but
also provide wearing comfort, which is crucial for gamers.
 
Custom 50mm Drivers
The exceptional sound quality of the HAVIT H2039d headphones is ensured by custom 50mm drivers. Thanks to them, you get clear high
tones and deep, powerful bass, significantly enhancing the quality of audiovisual experiences in games, music, or movies.
 
Powerful Bass
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The strong and deep bass in the H2039d headphones is a real treat for fans of intense audio experiences. They provide full, rich sound
that significantly increases immersion during gameplay, giving the user the feeling of being in the heart of the action.
 
Functionality and Compatibility
These  headphones  stand  out  for  their  high  functionality,  offering  easy  volume and  microphone  sound  adjustment  through  a  practical
knob. Furthermore, they are compatible with many devices, including PC, PS4, PS5, Xbox, and other platforms with a 3.5mm jack, making
them incredibly versatile.
 
Omnidirectional High-Sensitivity Microphone
The  omnidirectional  microphone  with  dimensions  of  ø4.0x1.5mm  and  sensitivity  of  -40±3dB  ensures  clear  and  crisp  communication,
which  is  essential  during  online  gaming.  Its  high  sensitivity  guarantees  that  every  word  is  transmitted  with  the  highest  accuracy,
enabling effective communication with other players.
 
 
Brand
Havit
Model
H2039d
Color
Red-Black
Speaker Size
ø50mm
Impedance
22Ω±15%
Sensitivity
101dB±3dB
Frequency Response
from 20Hz to 20kHz
Microphone
ø4.0x1.5mm
Microphone Type
Omnidirectional
Microphone Sensitivity
-40±3dB
Cable Length
2.2m
Plug
3.5mm

Price:

€ 28.50
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